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I saw the picture of an Angel who, in making the Annunciation,
seemed to be trying to chase.
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The eyes have the lustre and ex- pression of life. Another
reason that must have naturally influenced him at his time of
life, A Treatise On Painting the instability of the Italian
courts, the disadvantages of which he had sufficiently
experienced in the down- fall of the house of Sforza, and the
continual changes of the government of Milan. Pie was so much
sur- prised and delighted at their freedom of manner and
boldness of execution, that from that moment he is said to
have resolved to abandon the stiffness and po- verty of his
master Pietro Perugino's style.
Wehavedistinguishedourselvesbyhavingareputationforhandlinguniquea
In these writings Leonardo addresses questions of light, A
Treatise On Painting, motion, gesture and botany, but
discusses mathematics and perspective only cursorily, and
anatomy not at all. Readers also enjoyed. It was not long
since bought by a " rivendi- tore" for twenty-one quatrini,
about three pence, and resold to its present possessor, the
Signore Fineschi, a drawing-master of Florence, for five
pauls, two shil- lings and sixpence.
Itisamostextraordinarysubject,andthesnakesareinterwovenandgrouped
his proficiency in painting, the following instance is
recorded; and the skill he afterwards manifested in other
branches of science, on various occasions, evidently
demonstrated how solicitous he had been for knowledge of all
kinds, and how careful in his youth to lay a good foundation.
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